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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

APR1400 Design Certification 

Korea Electric Power Corporation / Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power Co., LTD 

Docket No. 52-046 

RAI No.:  124-8071 

SRP Section:  09.01.05 – Overhead Heavy Load Handling System 

Application Section:  9.1.5 

Date of RAI Issue:  08/04/2015 

 
 
Question No. 09.01.05-1 
 
Standard review plan (SRP) 9.1.5 of NUREG-0800 specifies that acceptance for meeting the 
relevant aspects of GDC 1 is based in part on NUREG-0544 for overhead handling systems 
and ANSI N14.6 or ASME B30.9 for lifting devices. The guidance provided in SRP Section 
9.1.5.III.4.C.ii specifies that lifting devices for use with single-failure-proof handling system 
should satisfy the criteria of ANSI N14.6. In addition, the review criteria in paragraph III.3 of 
SRP Section 9.1.5 states that the guidelines apply to heavy load handling in all areas of the 
facility housing safety-related structures, systems, and components. Item III.3.E also states 
that “special lifting devices shroud satisfy the criteria of ANSI N14.6 or, if special lifting 
devices are not used, slings should be selected to satisfy the criteria of ASME B30.9.” 
 
Guidelines in SRP Section 9.1.5.III.4.C.ii specifies that special lifting device and slings used in 
single failure proof handling systems have either dual, independent load paths or a single 
load path with twice the design safety factor specified. In addition, slings for use with single-
failure-proof handling systems should be constructed of metallic material (chain or wire rope). 
 
The APR14000 DCD commits to use of lifting devices that conform to ASME B30.9 for the 
single failure proof polar crane and ANSI N14.6 for the Integrated Head Assembly lifting 
device. 
 
The staff cannot determine whether additional lifting devices are utilized for heavy load 
handling in critical or safety-related areas of the plant and what codes are applied to their 
design. For example, the reactor internals lift rig is a structure used to remove either the 
upper guide structure assembly or the core support barrel assembly from the reactor vessel, 
but the DCD does not specify what ASME or ANSI codes apply. 
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The applicant is requested to specify all use of special lifting devices in all critical areas of the 
facility housing safety-related structures, systems, and components and verify they are 
designed to the appropriate ANSI and ASME code. In addition, the applicant is requested to 
verify use of metallic material (chain or wire rope). 
 
 
Response 
 
The only special lifting devices used in critical areas are the Integrated Head Assembly (IHA) 
lifting system and the Reactor Vessel Internals (RVI) lift rig assembly which are utilized for 
heavy load handling in the reactor containment building. The IHA lifting system is used for 
lifting the reactor vessel closure head with the IHA, and the RVI lift rig assembly is used for 
removing the upper guide structure assembly and the core support barrel assembly from the 
reactor vessel. As special lifting devices, the IHA lifting system and the RVI lift rig assembly 
are designed to meet the design criteria of ANSI N14.6 and ASME Subsection NF. 
 
No slings of metallic material (chain or wire rope) are used with the lifting devices. The IHA 
lifting system and the RVI lift rig assembly include a shackle, which is installed on their tops 
and is compatible with the polar crane hook to be engaged or disengaged without the use of a 
sling.  
 

 
 
Impact on DCD  
 
There is no impact on the DCD.   
 
Impact on PRA  
 
There is no impact on the PRA. 
 
Impact on Technical Specifications  
 
There is no impact on the Technical Specifications. 
 
Impact on Technical/Topical/Environmental Reports  
 
There is no impact on any Technical, Topical, or Environment Report. 
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